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Protecting AGAINST Corrosion

PPG WATERBORNE PAINT

Automotive manufacturers go to great lengths to
protect their vehicles from corrosion. It is our job in
the auto body industry to use the correct products
and processes during a repair to insure that we
duplicate the manufacturer’s protection. There are
several options on exterior panels but the
overlooked areas are what will create issues after a
few years of our Midwest winters. Areas such as
pinch welds, inside frame rails and the back side of
repaired panels need to be protected to get it back
to the “pre accident condition”. Products such as
e-coat, epoxy, etch and weld through all work to
help prevent corrosion, under coatings are also
important (either petroleum-based or wax-based).
These are typically sprayed in areas such as trunks,
inside doors and frame rails. Primarily sprayed with
an aerosol can with a spray wand they can reach in
the cavities and enclosed areas.
There is an abundant of products and application
tools available to make your job easier and to
insure your repair will meet factory specifications.
If you have any question about corrosion
protection, ask one of the staff at Auto Body
Supply for help in providing the correct product
and process for your repair.

SIMPLY THE BEST

UPCOMING PPG TRAINING
KANSAS CITY
PPG COLOR - DELTRON

March 5 & 6
March 7 & 8

PPG COLOR–ENVIROBASE March 12 & 13
ACCELERATED SALES & MARKETING
SYSTEMS
February 26 & 27

Did you know that PPG has more shops in the
U.S. and Canada using Waterborne Paint than all
of the other paint companies combined?

PPG’s Waterborne technology clearly sets the
benchmark today. Why? Simply stated, PPG has
the BEST color tools, the BEST color match and
a SUPERIOR product. The competition doesn’t
come close.
What’s quite revealing is that there are almost as
many shops outside of the regulated areas using
PPG Waterborne as those that are required to
comply with VOC regulations. This fact validates
that the market understands the benefits of
PPG’s Waterborne system because customers
are using waterborne even though they are not
required to do so. These early adopters
represent some of the best-run businesses in the
industry.
Contact ABS and ask how you can join the rest
of the best-run body shops by converting to PPG
Waterborne now!

NEW 3M BELT
SANDER
The 3M File Belt Sander and
matching abrasives are great additions to body shop
tool rooms. Technician’s use the P36 grit belts for spot
weld removal on high-strength and mild steel as well as
for grinding in tight areas. The P80 belts are used for
weld dressing and refinement. This sander gives you all
the cutting power you need to access the tightest
corners, tackle small welds and blend finishes. Check
out the video at
http://3mcollision.com/products/featuredproducts/file-belts

